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Good Wednesday Morning,

May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be
Always on our Tongues, in our Hearts, Minds, and in
our Hands.

Holy Virgin Mary and All Saints - Pray for us!

—

—

Index Number 1778:

—



[No Facebook links - Suspended for another 22 more
days. Targeted Multiverse Censorship]

—

—

This morning's prayers and meditations touched on
many aspects I can only hope to give some slight
inkling of.

First to be mentioned here is my guilt in not at least
mentioning the one point I thought would be significant
related to the day-before's post ..

('Multiverse Journal - Index Number 1776:, January
16th, 2023, Monday Morning', Click for SubStack,
Minds versions - there is no Facebook because .. Facts
hurt the Witches - or see PostScript for Referenced
URLs)

.. related to the Civil War and the warping of our
education system – the suggestion that the excellent if
a bit rough-styled video by RazörFist (DropBox
included) about Abraham Lincoln, and the detailed
bibliography might be a good stepping stone to expand
School Board meeting beyond the sexual-mutilating of
our children in the LGB+ .. evil grooming into something
even more fundamental – why are clear lies being
pushed? How deep – into Golden Calf Satanist's
corpDragon publishing and accepting such text books
as well as the unTruths, and why anyone in High
School who understands these clear lies believe
Anything they push – including the 6 millions of Jews
who's bodies never were found and the lying evil that
has damaged and twisted the West and all our parents



and grandparents into much more acceptance of
Golden Calf evil Satanist goals – not the least is the on
average 60 babies daily near you in your State being
ripped-apart, tortured to death as Sacrifices to Satan,
the widespread birth-control and the soul-sickening
vomit that modern Western womanhood and
motherhood has become.

I do not know how many High School students read my
work, but it might be interesting if they used this clearly
great video of the real Abraham Lincoln and
coordinated with others across the West to mention it
and perhaps argue it to the public (and all others)
funded history teachers and Administrator – if they
unresponsive to changing there teaching, and
coordinate the sex of such teachers and Administrators
and find if it really is true that few Professional women
are not only NOT worth their salt, but are actively evil-
pushing vomit-souled soul-enslaving Demonically-
Oppressed and perhaps Possessed, and definitely
unwilling to Stand agent unTruth, inJustice, and
DisOrder ..

.. who will likely use any push-back with Truth – even
with such a excellent source list of real History – to
attack the student or parents, to perhaps at the School
Board Level call in the Golden Calf baby-murdering
Satanists at FBI and Justice Department or other Public
Institutions where the top 3 levels of leadership and
management are Satanic Horrors, Witches, Minions,
and-or Elite family connected Enslaved Tools of such
(enslaved by pedophilia-related or similar black-mail,
Usury Debt, using the Tax and offshore access that



might be cut, medical system living of the murdered
babies blood or murdered young men who show-up in
ER for their organs, ..)

—

I would like to think that young adults of 14.5 and older
would and could consider such and extend such
Studies by using Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Google
or similar Satanically controlled and filled Big-Tech
Institution-Gov – until they Suspended – to further
understand how warped History really is, and that the
Ukraine-Russia 'history' today is not only based on lies
and how those lies become the stuff of Public and
University books later on, but the real reasons are
related to the murder of decent regular men like them,
there brothers, uncles, fathers, and the traumatic
destruction of traditions and society to force the baby-
murdering sexual-mutilating family-womanhood
destroying widespread poverty sickness suffering
confusion .. Evils of this Golden Calf Witch directed and
controlled GreatSatan Empire .. and so anything they
personally not connected too or without seriously good
sourced material – those unmutilated by the Agents
and Tools of Satan .. such as 'Gender Study' women
and Dog-males willing to lie and hide information that
does not fit their Satanic Demonic-AI Formed
Nightmare Narrative – for which they have been twisted
from Crib and no actual real data or logic can seem to
shake them from.

—

Which I did not mention Yesterday and should have.

—



Music Break!, ..

-

“Checkin' It Out (Remastered)”

by Van Morrison

https://youtu.be/naepLOagIoQ

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

—

This morning I spend some time meditating on what I
have come to think of as the Flat-Earth vs Round-Earth
perspectives .. the Flat-Earth meaning the Holy
Simulation aspect, of course .. and this time not related
to the 'dropped ball' of the Catholic Church back in
Galileo Galilei conflict with Church and how that was
the time to create a Vatican Collage of Apologetics, that
René Descartes work and others would have given a
good opportunity to resolve such a breach, and the fact
of the Ridged Male-Evil that had Poisoned the Church
and such I have argued led later to the Protestant
Reformation – because of a Ridged Hyper-Powerful

https://youtu.be/naepLOagIoQ


Tyrannical Posture which assumed no more Doctors of
Church would ever be needed and the crushing of all
who would being Change and Threaten the personal
power of leaders reflecting and extending down to
Clergy .. different the the Satanic Female-Evil slimy
worldly Whoring vomit which has been recently
destroying the Church for generations – that looks like
Marxism but is Golden Calf Satanist directed – and is
related to the lack of good Formation, Faith and ability
to address the Science Religion .. by having a good
College of Apologetics.

Not that aspect of the Holy Simulation Flat-Earth
aspect, but one of sitting with a warm beverage and
considering my recent Sins and Sins of Omissions like
yesterdays absence of what I mentioned above, how
such radiates outward and wondering as I do often
when my work-Service is actively suppressed such as
Facebook, Twitter, Google, .. and YouTube comments
and what Sins of others were not curtailed or delayed ..
or Steps to Salvation of souls were not advanced .. and
how my omission might be considered in a like manner
.. in the results could and would be similar – yet
responsibility and obligations are not the same – I am
not Compelled by God or Secular norms and Founding
Fathers and Western Christian Virtue-Based Standards
to allow if not propagate Freedom-to-Hear and share
ideas, that I am not Raping working men and small
businesses for taxes, and not forcing public resources
to support such evil-functioning horrors they have
turned into, yet God does Grant me Grace and Charity
for these Days-of-Bread and Opportunities, and one of
my regularly prayed for Benefactors are those Tax-



payers and Western society, those who healthily
contribute and the past peoples .. and do I not have an
Obligation .. as like as a child I climbed and enjoyed
trees that my grandparents' and earlier generations
either planted or allow to stand and not turned into fire-
wood or such .. should I not plant a few trees for the
following generations – and is there not an obligation to
do such .. in a general sense, and how much has any
Sin been Blackened if it arguably removed such
contribution?

—

As I sat with the warm beverage I considered the
'Infinite Now' and how the very Essence of me was also
– with different physical presence and location, and
different full sense of continuity and memories also
likely standing at a stove in some other apartment in
my building making breakfast, and many were still
sleeping.

How this Waking Being is a different version in the case
of our Sleeping Selves where we dream of others who
we interact with, and how modern science model says
that those people in dream are only generated by
ourselves, so those Avatars are the Bigger You
somehow being spread into yourselves' version and the
others – and do they have some alternate sense of you
or You?

Flat-Earth .. perhaps in the future such a phrase will
have a more fuller Meaning?

—

I did consider my one prayer that is part of the 3 Holy



Candle prayer - that I regularly do – that is related to
the Salvation advancement of us, and usually I focus
on the clear Demonic-Oppression of us as individuals –
inability to think clearly, often forgetting aspects of
relevance, metal anti-Rationality that is far greater then
it should be – and such at institutional and society level.
And how cracking such open for readers and myself
may momentarily bring about Clarity of Satan's Roll
through the Demonic that effects us all .. and of course
the antidote after stumbling and repeat 'burning of
fingers' on same situation – that it is an Active Force of
Evil that warps us and makes it impossible to handle
alone, and Seek God., ..

.. and considering the issue I remembers recently was
such a weakness of such evil manipulation, and that
was my love and need of social interactions for many
personal aspects – it is what might be considered to be
how so many are driven by wanting 'Likes' on-line,
subscriber follower number, virtue-signalling in real life
or on line, .. that level of cultivated [functionally]
fatherless Witch Weaken aspect inject from crib by vile
cnts and mothers where we males are warped into
weak dependent Dog-males or 'broken females' .. and
was used against me as a young man working at the
University in basic medical research .. and more then
only warning perspective friends and lovers away from
me with Witch-Whisper lies in secrete (had it been in
open I would not have been so injured, confused,
manipulable, and not suffered to such a degree.)

It seems to me that the Church and God should be
introduced .. such as well balanced men do not need



anyone besides what is needed for practical living and
we should all be fine with the death and goneness of
every F-ing horror that would cripple, hurt, kill us and
others as so many older women and their Witch-
Directed dog-males do .. that even our own mothers in
graves might be consider a Betterment for society and
everyone they interact with given the Demonic-Howling
manipulating lying grasping baby-murdering male-
hating .. and supporting of such.

And well balanced men with God and Church .. a
Church where women are not empowered more then
regular as Laity .. should be able to spend chunks of
time away from anyone else – as hermits and religious
routinely can, did, and do.

That such seems not as easy for women – except
through Marriage with Christ. Otherwise they gather
and definitely derive a kind of stability that is not
present without others .. and how even a Husband
(lacking the Wisdom and Holy Fullness of Jesus Christ)
does not fully provide the level of need.

So it is easy to address this in terms of Ying-Yang
where ..

—



.. a man is Complete with a female-aspect and a
woman .. woman as an incomplete Avatar of a Man –
the Eve drawn from Adam, where Adam has a female
within – argues.

As have written such an Absence is needed for
Procreation, family, society, .. cohesion when balanced
and healthy (not raised by soul-Coining fatherless
'families' Witch twisted from crib, education, media, ..)
and we see that few – if any - are safe without direct
man supervision - to be in any power over others .. they
Howling slimy vile viscous F-ing cnts these days, when
many generations ago when women were a benefit to
society they would Understand that they were not
reliable in positions of power without help, and that the
inherent man's drive for Truth, Justice, and Order was
something they lacked to such a degree.

Gleen Greenwald's video has some black women law-
maker trying to pass a censorship law, and my
reflections suggest that she is the perfect kind of
puppet – a kind of virtueless female-evil cnt that is
easily manipulated by her Golden Calf Owners and
their Master Satan.

Of course as a women the female-evil the Satanists
want is easily explained to such socially retarded and
poor virtueless women as '.. for the children' or '.. to
stop hate', or ' .. for their own good' or '.. to protect
[retarded vile grasping cnt & witch-directed] law-
makers' self-interest which is very much a women
weakness-Blind-spot or ... and about NO women ever
Stand against such evils and always bend to the
society family life destroying evil they have been



shaped to push for those Witches and Satanists .. they
are literally destroying society as Evil-Tools, Vomit-
Spewing Barking-Seals of society, family, children, man
& women destroying 'Causes'.

—

So I have been considering how to address this other
possible leveraging for Salvation .. and seeing that
such is Linked to Holy Human Sexuality I suppose I
have touched on aspects in many not direct ways,
besides aiming much of my Service directly at the most
powerful demographic in the world, not only hyper-
empowered with voting, but now Sickly Injected into
every position of power and filling the colleges and jobs
– as [white] men are driven away .. the more
comfortable and well paid and-or influential over others
(such a teachers) the more likely that [white] men and
possible fathers are being excluded as part of the
[White] Virtue-Based Genocide and destruction of
families, society.

It is bad enough that I would consider a Stipend for all
women to be a reasonable step .. a society wide
support system which removes them from the
employment and influence positions (other then the
most significant as mother and wife) with social
obligation of Virtue, as part of a system of healthy
social Sex Segregation of course - as a step into a
Better future.

Something like after the all young adult Western
Conscripted 4 years (2 two-year terms starting at 15
years old) of National Service then basic medical,
housing, food, education (using web-based and local



gatherings) and such would be taken care of – again
with the understanding that they stop being vile vomit-
souled F-ing lying twisted resent-filled male-hating self-
society destroying F-ing horrors that most are and it
better they not around, and by volunteering, education,
or continuing with extra National Service work-travel-
education-training those who want to do more then
settle-down and start a family right-away can., ..

.. that [Inter]National Service system I have written
about and of course should be extended as a virtue
step needed to hold power-positions over others
through extra 2 year service(s) – which suddenly
removes most of those retarded grasping self-
poisoning voters of today, those unwilling to help
anyone else or not try to grasp and take even if it hurts
others and themselves .. as women have clearly shown
themselves as a group to be, as most minorities,
fatherless dog-males, ...

(And getting young adults away from our vile sick soul-
castrating Poisoning mothers and older women in
families and local Witches is an aspect which makes
such a policy worth it alone.

And with such a change then perhaps some real
democracy [for local level] policies would be possible ..
besides voting for what color the police van is that
drags you away from your life-long earned home and
children on the whim of that putrid cnt grasping vile
women you were fooled by – as long as that van color
is blue, of course – that is what 'voting' is today.

—

There was a lot of other topics I touched on with the



Infinite Quantum mind this morning (and yesterday)
and more on these mentioned topics – but alas such is
like the Wind in my memory.

I do recall a lot of 'math-like' things, the comparisons
between the Holy Soul as like the Symbol of Pi or 'e'
and the Jacob's Ladder expansion of our souls, the
extending the Series Terms 3 or 4 extra – far enough
that the next digit calculated would be Correct, but in
the multidimensional and related .. the difference
between 'The Holy Word' and 'The Holy Logos' where
the Word was like having the pre-calculated digits to
whatever number you needed and doing the
differences and getting the Vectors needed to push-
within the Holy Simulation, and Logos being the Pure
Symbols including the who numbers and such – more
then the translation variations between the vernacular
and the original version in Greek or Hebrew (as
understood at the time)

The Word as spoken by God and it written down at the
time.

—

—

May this be a Blessing to you and us all. [And all our
Futures, and Multiverse Pasts.]

—

—

—

I did want to mention something related to my Garlic
Poultice discussion ..



('Multiverse Journal - Index Number 1772:, January
12th, 2023, Thursday Morning', click SubStack, Minds,
or see PostScript for Referenced URLs)

.. about a Dry version of the Poultice. That is boiling
water, adding garlic powder, let sit overnight and then
reheat to boiling and soaking clean rags and then
drying rags (in oven on low, perhaps) and so have a dry
sterile bandage that can be duct-taped, ace-bandaged,
.. over wound.

I have had excellent success with this, and it smells
good to me. I have considered adding much salt to the
hot Garlic Water to add the 'drawing-out' aspect found
in the process of soaking in epsilon salts, but have not
tried it yet.

I suppose I can add 'health tips' to my general
description of topics covered in my writing but then
would open myself up to another angle of censorship ..
'health misinformation' because the FDA was pushing
another kind of deadly poison in collusion with media,
gov, medical system, research, big-tech, and all
Institutions .. which are packed at top and through
management with Witches and minions of evil Golden
Calf Satanists .. like the CopyRight suppression I have
recently ran into as well as problems in past with
YouTube related to linking video where people whom
just got a Satanic Poison-injection finding the a
magnetic stays hanging in the injection site before the
brain-damaging and 5G amplifying neurological aspect
spreads away to brain and rest of body.

.. it is so easy to suggest to us all that if such genocidal
evils would exist and be jammed down our throats if



every [powerful] older woman was dead or otherwise
Gone – definitely not publicly hanged along with entire
family women at or post menopause?

If somehow all the Witches were Gone – would their
constant Curse of Evil and Horror be everywhere, and
how would the public display to younger women and
the men in families that if you let the yourself and
females in your life to get so bad .. the Wages of Sin is
death and perhaps or likely even theirs.

Another health tip .. how to avoid being publicly tied to
a pole and hacked to death with all the older women in
your family!

God Demands Love and not Death, and it is hard not to
argue that Censoring and suppression of such warning
should not result in Their Pole .. Pole Dancing and
screaming.

—

—

Here is another version of this song!

I am remembering Karen (GirlWritesWhat!), and her
Blessing to me and so many others.

-

“The Band - The Weight (Take a Load Off Annie)
(Bluegrass Version)”

by/under IHeartBluegrass

https://youtu.be/YPJmGeLuHE8

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

https://youtu.be/YPJmGeLuHE8


—

—

—

What to say? .. except it is good someone has the Faith
the Virtue to say what needs to be said .. someone .. ..
else. Someone not actively censored and suppressed –
speaking where they not on active lists of abuse and
repression as so many of us end-up by the Satanic
oriented Gov, corpDragons, Institutions, .. Female-Evil
packed putrid vile lying slimy horrors on par with what
so many of us have run into in professional
womanhood and Witches – except with international
Scope, not only in every company, gov, service, .. in our
faces smearing their and their Witches' baby-murdering
male-hating virtue-merit destroying feces-septicness
over us and everything., ..

-

“Holy Priest Accuses Francis Of Heresy, Demands
He Resign”

by Return To Tradition

https://youtu.be/GoNqbgk_giI

https://youtu.be/GoNqbgk_giI


{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

—

—

While Cardinal Pell was alive I objected to his position
related to the Church not providing legal and material
support to those priests accused by increasingly State-
motivated assault on the Church, ..

(See Cardinal Pell EWTN interview video in Post,
'Multiverse Journal - Index Number 1663:, September
27th, 2022, Tuesday Morning' (Click or see Postscript
for URLs) starting at about 4:40 minute mark)

.. and Threat to be used against Bishops through
expanding statute of limitations which promotes any
grasping cnt who want a payout to make up accusation
against mostly retired or passed Servants of God .. I
find it Sickening and a Shame to the Church., ..

.

“Cardinal Pell SMEARED By Modernists To Attack



Traditional Catholics”

by Return To Tradition

https://youtu.be/nImIRWwgzOY

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

.. Cardinal Pell was a retarded Ass from a well-to-do
Class who forgets that not all families of priest are able
to hire lawyers and expect support when accused.

Such people's putrid Class Poison and inconsideration-
ignorances point to the kind of Witches and vile
mothers and families they are raised in.

And Cardinal Pell's death does not change my feelings
that such people could use a swift kick in the ass and
explained they are F-ing retarded cnts – and as far as I
know – perhaps as part of the active suppression and
isolation of such Class Elite Powerful retards – he
never heard or changed his position – but perhaps and
I hope I am wrong, and that he did publicly and loudly
changed it.

https://youtu.be/nImIRWwgzOY


—

—

—

Some interesting history of Biblical reference., ..

-

“Who is Lilith - First Wife of Adam - Ancient Origins
and Development of the Myth of the Demon Queen”

by ESOTERICA

https://youtu.be/n1EKccz4fS0

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

—

—

A few good topics – I mentioned the Censoring and
Punishing Speech and interfering with our Freedon-to-
Hear law being pushed by another Satanic manipulated
putrid slimy [minority] woman of power.

About the bit on Lex Fridman - is clearly example of the

https://youtu.be/n1EKccz4fS0


Jewish pushed media and big-tech. And Jewish Glenn
and perhaps the other Tool unwilling to point that out.
So many examples – where the less then 2%
population SOMEHOW end up everywhere shaping
society, and clearly not as Peterson in his Retarded
Witch Demonic-Oppressed warped enslaved nightmare
tortured aspect argues that it is because they all
excellent – and somehow the other 98% of men do not
have 8 times those abilities and intelligence yet are
actively and clearly suppressed – Beggars Belief and
you can Hear the Screaming Silence of Glean and Tool,
Peterson's screeching internal Demonic mother-voice
in mind (shaped by a Jewish wife's or other Witch
women-in-families' hand - perhaps?), Look no further
then President Cabinet, Top of Western Gov,
Administrative State, Legal, Law-makers (supporter of)
and only those unwilling to hear will no understand ..
and the day soon might come when that practiced evil-
blindness would for those in power land them [Justly –
if Wrongly] in graves.

Lex is worth looking at – clearly excellent IMO - but
such evil that selectively pushes material in large part
based on religious aspects means that many many
many just as good or better are being suppressed ..
part of the vile slimy female-evil Poisoning is the
suppression of anything that is not 'in-line' with Western
[Christian] Virtue-Based society destroying undermining
.. and one can again wonder if all older [powerful]
women were dead, would such Witches removal from
positions to Vomit-Evil on us all greatly improve of
Futures or only really really make them better and all
we could and do love?



.. in other words; F-you, you Brain-F-ing evil cnts .. you
and our putrid slimy mothers, aunts, .. all those
unwilling to Repent and so a Curse on us all until Late
for Grave.

{More comment of this flavor after video}

-

“Bills Proliferate to Criminalize Speech, Darren
Beattie on Lex Fridman, & Brazil Fallout | SYSTEM
UPDATE #23”

by Glenn Greenwald

https://rumble.com/v2619vq-bills-proliferate-to-
criminalize-speech-darren-beattie-on-lex-and-brazil-
fa.html

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

.. It is a crying shame .. remember when Google or
Wikipedia (for example) was not actively Evil!? Same

https://rumble.com/v2619vq-bills-proliferate-to-


for every other once good tool and focus of excellence
.. they are shaped into horror and evil by the Witches,
venture capital Golden Calf satanists and have
Poisoned not only what existed that is good but
destroyed ABORTED all future goodness and
Betterness, dragging us all into Hell.

How would God sending a Real pandemic that killed
every every woman at menopause not leave all the
world ahead, with futures we all can expect and have
real reason for Hope, Faith and Charity towards? All
would be sad because there are many that would be
missed – but those have long ridden and been careless
on the death and killing of men Benefactors, supporting
endless wars and male-father-children destruction –
actively voting and supporting babies tortured-to-death
.. 60 per day on average in every State, 100,000 per
day world-wide! – how could it not be Just by today's
standards such lying vile vicious soul-mutilating
delusional-psycho Poisoned and active Poisoning cnt
that is the typical older women not be removed from
power and influence, even dead would be better then
their Putrid Breathing Curse on society and world. Only
the clear factor of raining children to think such horror is
allowed and supported by such Things – Demons and
insane Witches – clearly.

—

—



—

—

The following videos related to the Ukrainian-Russian
Culling (targeted Murdering) Genocide of [Christian]
Virtue-based men and [possible] fathers and trauma the
Golden Calf Satan worshiping Horror in Power in Gov,
corpDragons, media, ..to push the baby-murdering,
family-womanhood-society destroying goals – like their
families did to us during the Civil War and since.

.. After all – to those and all the powerful Golden Calf
Satanists they and we are all 'soulless goys' and 'non-
family' tribal Sacrifices to Satan for stronger and more
widespread Satanic Control over the world, Future, all
our souls and the souls of all we love or could have
loved.

Another group of evil-Zionist and-or Golden Calf
Satanists [unregistered – as far as we know] secrete
Agents destroying our and Western Nations like those
throughout our and their Executive Administrations and
the Western Administrative States where you and I are
'souless goys' and non-family walking Organ-farms



they will murder if needed, Death Camp fauder,
enSlaved serfs they will drain of all resources and
Laugh & Cackle as our children and us die on streets in
own vomit and the feces from themselves and others if
not sent to places to murder and destroy innocent
families and such.

.. Always Remember - If you are not family, you are
less then cattle to Them., ..

-

“Zionist Music Video – Soulless Goy - BlackPilled
Clip”

by Steven.Work

https://www.bitchute.com/video/SsiOtOGBEaek

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

If those in Power are not Christian then you and our
loved are easily 'Othered' and an excuse through their
religion – if they follow one – to treat you are different,

https://www.bitchute.com/video/SsiOtOGBEaek


to lie, kill, abuse, .. whatever excuse their [twisted]
minds come up with.

.. and I decided to look for the video he was talking
about – because each Witch ripping apart a living baby
(near us each on average 60 times a day in every
State) might as well be ripping apart Jesus on the
Cross.

—

My Mirrored version has been Blocked from actually
playing – 'Opsie! Technical Problem' (not the first time
non-flattering Golden Calf Satanist's related videos
stopped working on BitChute) but here is the YouTube
video I was Mirroring, ..

-
"Mocking Jesus Christ Crucifixion on Israeli TV
(Crucifying a Monkey??)"
by/under Truth Hurts1619

https://youtu.be/xapPGi3HVV8

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

https://youtu.be/xapPGi3HVV8


—

—

On the Culling of Virtue-Based men and [potential]
fathers who are a threat to the Satanic Witches'
plans for us all Burning in Hell., ..

-

“Douglas Macgregor - Ukraine Have Never Told The
Truth”

by Douglas Macgregor Col

https://youtu.be/G7oujb_EfsM

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

—

—

More of the same murdering horror which in a Just
world would damn [most] all older women in powerful

https://youtu.be/G7oujb_EfsM


families to being publicly hanged to death to rotten fruit
thrown and cat-calls 'F-ing Burn in Hell you vile
Witches!') and their Mansions Exorcised, Burned to
ground, and the earth salted to remove such murdering
torturing mutilating soul-destroying Evil Presences and
Influences.

-

“CrossTalk | Home edition | Time running out?”

by RT

https://rumble.com/v25s46e-crosstalk-home-edition-
time-running-out.html

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

—

—

Now we need Public School Board Meetings were
parents are asking WTF (Why The F-) is the clear Civil

https://rumble.com/v25s46e-crosstalk-home-edition-


War, Holocaust, Satanic Usury-Enslaving Banking,
lying-censoring brain-raping media, .. being lied about
to our children .. and why so few men teachers – are
the F-ing vile putrid women and administrators so male-
hating and Toxic to drive them away, and related .. and
we can hope the F-ing brain-raping Satanic-evil tools all
not Hanged as would be Just in many situations – Just
but Wrong., ..

-

“The Total Marxist Takeover of Public and Private
Schools and How to Solve It”

by The Red Elephants - Vincent James

https://www.bitchute.com/video/O11QYOYVVXBO

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

—

—

Not related to this directly but I heard Ursula (the lion)
starting to voice the clear intent of this GreatSatan's

https://www.bitchute.com/video/O11QYOYVVXBO


destruction of Europe though policies imposed and
using them to try to move industries and jobs to USA
(and I would add - then like was done with family
supporting jobs and industries back in the 1980's
onward, moved again over to China.)

She and her elite enslaved Peers are tool for the
Golden Calf Satanists – and she is likely only upset
because her name and future will always be linked to
the soul-family-Society Raping and Poverty she
supported .. perhaps her maternal family and that of
her name will be one of those systematically publicly
killed as a thank-you by the populations who children
are dying and all our futures destroyed., ..

-

“Body Language: WEF 2023 Klaus Schwab & Ursula
von der Leyen”

by Body Language Ghost Bombard's Body Language
Bombards Body Language Bombards Body Language

https://youtu.be/vf0czuNIVkg

https://www.bitchute.com/video/bqxzbpzHFJ1d

https://odysee.com/@Bombards_Body_Language:f
/Body-Language---WEF-2023-Klaus-Schwab---Ursula-
von-der-Leyen:0

https://rumble.com/v2613ui-body-language-wef-2023-
klaus-schwab-and-ursula-von-der-leyen.html

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

https://youtu.be/vf0czuNIVkg
https://www.bitchute.com/video/bqxzbpzHFJ1d
mailto:https://odysee.com/@Bombards_Body_Language:f
https://rumble.com/v2613ui-body-language-wef-2023-


—

—

—

It is good to learn more about Tolkien and his approach
to this literature., ..

-

“J.R.R. Tolkien, On Fairy Stories | What Is A Fairy
Story? | Speculative Fiction Studies”

by Gregory B. Sadler

https://youtu.be/btnqOzGDIjo

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

https://youtu.be/btnqOzGDIjo


—

Another .., ..

-

“J.R.R. Tolkien, On Fairy Stories | Origins of Fairy
Stories | Speculative Fiction Studies”

by Gregory B. Sadler

https://youtu.be/R4RG2aAq_Pg

{DropBox included - use URL at end if Link Broken}

—

—

May God have Mercy on us all.

—

—

[Current popular Memes and Images - which reflect
common thoughts of many - may be found on the
SubStack version – Facebook Witches will/have
punished my sharing of such.]

—

https://youtu.be/R4RG2aAq_Pg


—

PS. Yesterday's Post – for continuity - and [any]
Referenced Posts, in that order ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-
index-number-1777

Archived: https://archive.ph/Sod5y

-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/q727dkku0sbz5fo
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201777
%20%2C%20January%2017th%2C%202023
%2C%20Tuesday%20Afternoon.pdf

Multiverse Journal Index Number 1777 , January 17th,
2023, Tuesday Afternoon

105MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

-

[ Facebook Suspended for [22] more days ]

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-
https://archive.ph/Sod5y
https://www.dropbox.com/s/q727dkku0sbz5fo


https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed
/1462147438520307731

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109705720156970846

Archived: https://archive.ph/A4qiE

https://twitter.com/StevWork/status
/1615460537311105025

-

{Today's videos & Articles}

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/y5qkw5sdtsm6ti1y2dr1c/h?dl=0&
rlkey=88bnsi509ldgqd7t142zsm2jq

-

January 17th, 2023, Tuesday Afternoon, Index Number
1777:

-- -- --

-- -- --

-- Referenced — — Referenced — — Referenced —
— Referenced — —

-- -- --

-- -- --

Multiverse Journal - Index Number 1776:, January
16th, 2023, Monday Morning

--

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-
index-number-1776

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109705720156970846
https://archive.ph/A4qiE
https://twitter.com/StevWork/status
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-


Archived: https://archive.ph/U3mpP

-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/0knrj0v8a5nhppg
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201776
%20%2C%20January%2016th%2C%202023
%2C%20Monday%20Morning.pdf

Multiverse Journal Index Number 1776 , January 16th,
2023, Monday Morning

26MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

-

[ Facebook Suspended for [24] more days ]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed
/1461818656047501321

https://archive.ph/U3mpP
https://www.dropbox.com/s/0knrj0v8a5nhppg
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed


https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109700422833771320

Archived: https://archive.ph/fQ3Hv

https://twitter.com/StevWork/status
/1615087397443698714

-

{Today's videos & Articles}

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com
/sh/937uky4z991q6x4/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-
W5a

-

January 16th, 2023, Monday Afternoon, Index Number
1776:

-- -- --

-- -- --

-- -- --

Multiverse Journal - Index Number 1772:, January
12th, 2023, Thursday Morning

--

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-
index-number-1772

Archived: https://archive.ph/iUFCI

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109700422833771320
https://archive.ph/fQ3Hv
https://twitter.com/StevWork/status
https://www.dropbox.com
https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-
https://archive.ph/iUFCI


-

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/quampiikch6j9c3
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201585
%20%2C%20July%2012th%2C%202022
%2C%20Tuesday%20Morning.pdf

Multiverse Journal Index Number 1772 , January 12th,
2023, Thursday Morning

145MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

-

[ Facebook Suspended for [27] more days ]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed
/1460318750258499603

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109677099557039888

Archived: https://archive.ph/OPn1t

https://twitter.com/StevWork/status
/1613586593419526145

-

{Today's videos & Articles}

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/tb39j9rjd9ofacdk15i5h/h?dl=0&

https://www.dropbox.com/s/quampiikch6j9c3
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109677099557039888
https://archive.ph/OPn1t
https://twitter.com/StevWork/status
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo


rlkey=2nbhtl5w2o464z64t87xryt5j

-

January 12th, 2023, Thursday Morning, Index Number
1772:

-- -- --

-- -- --

-- -- --

Multiverse Journal - Index Number 1663:, September
27th, 2022, Tuesday Morning

--

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-
index-number-1663

Archived: https://archive.ph/cLzzg [Updated]

-

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-
https://archive.ph/cLzzg


DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com
/s/78nnim2h3g07b8t
/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201663
%20%2C%20September%2027th%2C%202022
%2C%20Tuesday%20Morning%20-%20Updated.pdf

Multiverse Journal Index Number 1763 , January 3nd,
2023, Tuesday Morning

55.1MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

-

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
/pfbid0nkPdvy37f1EKmxc5AwN5agwuzqNFxAk54wQcW4CBzbwCHbp1teYNh2QoJS
[Facebook’s disOrdering URL]

Archived: [Facebook Blocked]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/ooibpld0tvoh65r
/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201663
%20%2C%20September%2027th%2C%202022
%2C%20Tuesday%20Morning.pdf

Facebook Multiverse Journal Index Number 1763 ,
January 3nd, 2023, Tuesday Morning

8.09MB ∙ PDF File

Download

Download

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed
/1421512094326460425

https://www.dropbox.com
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ooibpld0tvoh65r
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed


https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109070399501209177

Archived: https://archive.ph/KO3J2

-

DropBox Files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/a2au5l61mcbyv93gf6v0y/h?dl=0&
rlkey=bi7x0daents49b512bkk1kidi

-

September 27th, 2022, Tuesday Morning, Index
Number 1663:

-- -- --

—

—

Many of the videos not provided near comment, ..

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/1f9q04o395mhxwuj6yb9k/h?dl=0&
rlkey=9sz03xi5g9xneo8esbxuags1u

—

—

—

Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account files (till 31
December 2022), 3 parts; Numbered posts, comments,
images, and more (first 2) – and then pre-Indexed
Posts, .. that are not yet Censored ..

--

https://www.dropbox.com/s/pd3k0faqewte0rs/facebook-
Index%20Numbers%20for%20public%20-
StevenWork%2031%20Dec%202022%201-2.zip

-

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109070399501209177
https://archive.ph/KO3J2
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
https://www.dropbox.com/s/pd3k0faqewte0rs/facebook-


https://www.dropbox.com/s/vjcsjqgvj9ukvu3/facebook-
Index%20Numbers%20for%20public%20-
StevenWork%2031%20Dec%202022%202-2.zip

-

Pre-Indexed; ..

https://www.dropbox.com/s/isukdwlc5r28pwy
/facebook-%20pre%20Index%20Numbers%20period%20-%20for%20public%20-
StevenWork%2031%20Dec%202022.zip

-- -- —

My 'Top' Public DropBox URL:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z
/AACvQgrKTwu-XEjQdQ2ATbA-a

—

Most videos and Images from Index Number 1495 to ..,
..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a

—

PDFs of the latest that have been collected (of many
more) Facebook Censored Posts – listed by Index
Number, in DropBox directory here, ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma
/AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa

—

—

—

Links to this Post and others related:

{to be updated as they created}

https://www.dropbox.com/s/vjcsjqgvj9ukvu3/facebook-
https://www.dropbox.com/s/isukdwlc5r28pwy
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/6oe799xvgz1lf2z
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma


https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-
index-number-1778

Archived: https://archive.ph/aYFgP

DropBox: {to be added}

-

[ Facebook Suspended for [22] more days ]

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed
/1462508774869700610

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109711214410125894

Archived: {to be added}

https://twitter.com/StevWork/status
/1615782294987460609

-

{Today's videos & Articles}

DropBox files: https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo
/1f9q04o395mhxwuj6yb9k/h?dl=0&
rlkey=9sz03xi5g9xneo8esbxuags1u

—

—

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-
https://archive.ph/aYFgP
https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work
https://www.minds.com/newsfeed
https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/109711214410125894
https://twitter.com/StevWork/status
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo


—

—



—

—



—

—

— — Recently found Memes and Images for our
Consideration — —

( .. exclusive for SubStack because the Vagina-god
Satanic Witch owners and directors of Facebook are
Mind-Raping horrors that Hate us and want us suffering
endlessly and Burning in Hell - They Lying, Censoring,



manipulating and benefiting from our life-long and
generational Suffering from lies and ignorance they
Profit from. Mind-controlling slimy lying Hate-filled
Female-Evil vile horrors that are a Curse on Life, Love,
Joy, Peace, Liberty, Rationality, .. and our souls. — May
these Profit us by helping see and consider some of
what the Satanic minions of the Witch-Matriarchal
ruling families want to hide from us.)

—

—

—

—



—

—

—

—



—



Good Argument - but I am not completely
convinced yet.

—

—

—



—

—



—

—

—



—

—

—



—

—

—

—



—

—

—

—
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—
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—
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—
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—
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